This is for the active sleepers,
who go to bed when it suits them.
For the night-time nomads
who twist and turn
then spring up to take on the day.

Tube-up freedom in a full-face mask
Introducing the AirFit F30i, the tube-up, full-face mask that allows
patients to twist and turn in bed, sleep in any position1, and read and
relax with ease. The ultra-compact cushion is curved to fit comfortably
under the nose and creates a stable seal.1
AirFit F30i combines sensations of visual and physical freedom with
real freedom of movement.
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A gentle, low-key approach
The AirFit F30i is designed to overcome common barriers to therapy with
a full-face mask. Claustrophobia, inconvenience, personal appearance, discomfort2:
the F30i mask is engineered to tackle these challenges head on.

Soft headgear
Open-edge headgear
designed for extra
softness helps
patients settle into
therapy comfortably.

Flexible movement
and connection
Simple but
sophisticated
quick-release
elbow enables easy
connection and
disconnection at
night and offers 360°
rotation for freedom
of movement.1

A conduit frame
design
Conduit frame
specially engineered
to deliver optimised
full face mask
performance without
compromises.

Small but stable
footprint
Ultra-compact
cushion nestles under
the nose to deliver
all-round stability1,
enhanced visual
freedom, and limited
facial contact. Four
cushion sizes fit a
large variety of faces.

Frame connector
Easy to clip on and off.

Fast and accurate
fitting1
Mask is convenient
and intuitive to put
on and take off, with
magnetic clips3 that
guide the headgear
to the frame swiftly.

Product codes
Cushion

Elbow

63350 (S)
63351 (M)
63352 (SW)
63353 (W)

63842

Conduit frame
63368 (Small)
63369 (Standard)
63370 (Large)

Headgear
63372

Optional soft wraps
63373

AirFit F30i - mask system
Size
EUROPE*

Small cushion /
Small conduit frame

Medium cushion /
Standard conduit frame

Wide cushion /
Standard conduit frame

63310

63312

63313

*Europe: English, German, French, Italian, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish, Danish, Spanish, Portuguese, Czech, Polish and Arabic.

A welcoming start
The AirFit F30i mask creates good conditions for new users to get used to
sleep apnoea therapy. The design focus on physical, visual and psychological
freedom helps to support natural sleep and facilitates acceptance.

Sizing tips
AirFit F30i has four
interchangeable cushion sizes
- small, medium, small wide
and wide. The conduit frame is
available in three different sizes:
small, standard and large.
The modular design of the AirFit
F30i means each size cushion
easily clicks into the different
mask conduit frames, so you
can swap between them with
ease for more flexibility.
We recommend that you refer
to the mask fitting template
to gauge which size is the
most suitable for each of your
patients.

Patient fitting guide for AirFit F30i
1

• W ith one hand holding the bottom of the
cushion and the other holding the conduit
frame, position the mask in front of the
face.

4

• Undo the fastening tabs on the upper
headgear straps and pull evenly.

2
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• Place the cushion under the nose and
against the face. With the ResMed logo
and headgear facing up, pull the headgear
and conduit frame over the head.
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• Repeat with the lower headgear straps.
• Ensure the patient achieves a comfortable fit.

• Bring the lower headgear straps under the
ears and attach the magnetic clips 3 to the
frame connectors.

6

• Squeeze the side buttons on the elbow
and detach from the frame. Connect the
air tubing from the device to the elbow,
then reattach it to the frame.

Refer to the user guide for further instructions.

Additional options
• For people with long hair, we recommend
feeding the hair through the back of the
headgear, as pictured. If tied in a ponytail,
it should sit high enough to fit through the
back of the headgear.
• Refer to the user guide for further
instructions and complete labeling
information including indications,
contraindications, warnings and
precautions.

This is for them.

1 ResMed external clinical study of 51 current full face CPAP mask users, conducted between 24/10/2018 - 20/11/2018, 2018 Data on file; ID A4484728.
2 W imms A. et al., Impact of a New Nasal Pillows Mask on Patients’ Acceptance, Compliance, and Willingness to Remain on CPAP Therapy. Sleep Disord, 2016. 2016: p. 6713236.
3 Use of masks with magnetic components is contraindicated in patients with the following pre-existing conditions: a metallic haemostatic clip implanted in your head to repair an aneurysm and/or metallic splinters in one or
both eyes.
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